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Human life on earth as we know it is endangered by the 
unsustainable exploitation of many natural resources.

Maybe most importantly, over the last 250 years the 
availability of essentially unlimited amounts of fossil 
energy has resulted in rapid population growth and 
unsustainable use of many natural resources. 

The most urgent issue but certainly not the only one: 
CO2 from burning fossil fuels accumulates in the 
atmosphere. CO2 in the atmosphere is the primary 
determinant of the earth’s average surface temperature.

The future accelerator projects will overlap in time with 
increasingly more extreme weather events around the 
world and urgent demands to cut CO2 emissions.

Thoughts on sustainability – importance 
of reduced energy consumption

World Population, 0 - 2023
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Human-caused CO2 emissions are mainly the product of three factors: 
1. Number of people x
2. Energy consumption per person x
3. CO2 emission per energy produced.
Present actions have no noticeable effect! Actions on each of the three factors are urgently needed:
(1) Slowing population growth (mainly cultural change):
A historically successful approach is reducing poverty and supporting women rights and education worldwide. 
(2) Reduce energy consumption per person by increasing energy efficiency for all activities (cultural
change and technological innovation): Increasing energy efficiency is very feasible and can be
implemented quickly. Interesting approach: “2000W Society” in Switzerland: Numerical goal for primary power 
consumption of 2.0kW per person (Now: US: 9.0kW, Europe: 4.4kW, China: 3.6kW, India: 0.8kW, World: 
2.4kW, required food for humans: ~ 100W)
(3) Switch to carbon-neutral energy sources on a large scale. (technological innovation): The low-
density (solar and wind) require much more hardware, resources and energy investment per energy produced 
than the high-density energy sources (fossil, nuclear) Needs full lifecycle analyses.
Today, only nuclear energy has the demonstrated scalability to completely replace fossil fuels.

How can we reduce CO2 emissions?
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Sustainability regarding CO2 emissions mainly consists of reducing energy consumption AND 
transition to carbon-neutral energy sources. This approach needs to be applied to all accelerator 
projects.

We need to focus on the development of energy efficient accelerator technologies with the same 
priority as achieving higher performance. Every new facility should be as energy efficient as possible, 
even if it means that it is delayed to do the necessary R&D.

A numerical goal or budget for the energy consumption of accelerator-based user facilities could be
a useful concept. For example, a goal for the energy consumption per user could be defined (5kW 
per user?).

What can the Accelerator Community do?
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Accelerator facilities need to produce high energy conditions. This means that energy efficiency often 
requires some form of recovery of the lost energy.

More efficient power converters to DC and RF (incremental)
Pulsed systems with energy recovery
More efficient He refrigerators (presently 3 – 4 times worse than Carnot efficiency!)
Recovery of process heat using heat pump technology
Use of energy efficient components (Superconducting technology, permanent magnets, HTS, …)
Compact accelerators using fewer resources for construction (Muon collider, Wakefield Accelerators (?), …)
Energy efficient accelerator concepts (Storage rings, Energy Recovery Accelerators, …)

Areas of R&D to reduce energy consumption
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CBETA – the first test accelerator dedicated to energy efficiency R&D
CBETA successfully demonstrated energy efficient technologies (funded by NYSERDA, BNL-Cornell 
Collaboration): compact 4-turn ERL with SRF and high quality permanent Halbach magnets
Possible applications for ERLs with reduced energy consumption: high power light sources, high 
luminosity, high energy colliders.
The high quality permanent Halbach magnets are iron-free and have high gradient. They are ideal for 
Fixed Field Alternating gradient beam lines and low emittance synchrotrons light sources. They of 
course eliminate the need for power supplies, power cables and water cooling.
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Figure 2: Cross-section of the BD magnet.

The strength is set via µ0 |M| = Br1, where Br1 is an
approximation to the true remnant field Br of the material.
A value Br1 < Br is used to compensate for the fact that µr '
1.02–1.05 in reality, which reduces |M|. This tuning was
done by benchmarking against an OPERA-3D simulation
using the manufacturer’s B-H curve. The magnet was made
using AllStar Magnetics grade N35SH, which is quoted to
have Br = 1.17–1.22T and simulations used Br1 = 1.1939T.

Multipole Cancellation with Iron Wires
When an iron ‘wire’, infinite in z with a small circular

cross-section, is inserted into a locally uniform magnetic
field B0, it becomes magnetised with M = 2B0, assuming
perfect iron with µr = 1. The equivalent surface currents
are that of a “cos ✓” dipole, so the external field generated is

Bwire(x, y) =
r2

wire
(x2 + y2)2

"
B0x (x2 � y2) + B0y2xy
B0x2xy + B0y (y2 � x2)

#
.

Assembled magnets such as those in Figs. 3 and 4 were
measured on BNL’s rotating coil and the observed errors
added on to the 2D field model. Then between 32 and 64 iron
wires were added to the simulation just inside the magnet
bore and their radii optimised in order to reduce the harmonic
errors to zero again, which was achieved almost exactly when
wires up to 63mil (1.6mm) diameter were allowed.

The optimiser (for both the wedges in the BD magnet and
the iron wire radii) is based on an SVD decomposition of
the linear response matrix of the simulated harmonic errors
to small changes in the magnet. The note [2] describes how
to pseudo-invert such a rectangular matrix with a parameter
to control the ‘level of detail’ of the inversion, from a local
gradient descent to a full inverse. This parameter was chosen
at each iteration to give the biggest improvement in field
harmonics after a line search. By choosing di�erent goal

harmonics, magnets with nonlinear fields such as those for
scaling FFAGs can be produced by the same process.

MAGNET CONSTRUCTION
The PM wedges were hammered in to a 3D printed mould

of the outer shape of each magnet, which in turn was fitted
inside a 6” OD/1

4” thick aluminium pipe, since the PLA
plastic would warp slightly without extra support. On the
inside, the wedges jam to form a self-supporting ‘circular
arch’, so no additional support is needed (Figs. 3 and 4).

Figure 3: QF magnet without iron wires.

Figure 4: BD magnet without iron wires.

The iron wires were 1006-1008 carbon steel supplied in
1ft straight lengths. Once the desired radii were calculated,

S. Brooks, G. Mahler, J. Cintorino, J. Tuozzolo, and R. Michnoff
Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 23, 112401 (2020) - Published 30 November 2020
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ICFA Panel on Sustainable Accelerators and Colliders

Panel members:
Europe: Mike Seidel (PSI, Switzerland), Jerome Schwindling (CEA/IRFU, France), Ruggero Ricci (LNF, Italy),
Peter McIntosh (STFC, UK), Roberto Losito (CERN, Switzerland), Maxim Titov (CEA), Denise Völcker (DESY)
Asia: Takayuki Saeki (KEK, Japan), Yuhui Li (IHEP, China), Hiroki Okuno (Riken, Japan), Jui-Che Huang
(NSRRC, Taiwan), Eugene Levichev (BINP, Russia)
America: John Byrd (ANL, USA), Soren Prestemon (LBNL, USA), Thomas Roser (BNL, USA), Andrew Hutton
(JLAB, USA), Robert Laxdal (TRIUMF, Canada), Mary Convery (FNAL, USA), Emilio Nanni (SLAC, USA)

Mandate:
Assess and promote developments on energy efficient and sustainable accelerator concepts, technologies, 
and strategies for operation
Assess and promote the use of accelerators for the development of Carbon-neutral energy sources. 
Formulate recommendations on R&D and support ICFA with networking across the laboratories and with 
communications. 

Many laboratories are expanding their use of Carbon-neutral energy sources. Whereas this is a 
highly welcome development it does not replace or obviate the need for increased energy efficiency 
and reduced energy consumption, which is the focus of this panel.
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Recent Activities of ICFA Sustainability Panel

Members of the panel biannually prepare and update summary slides of the energy efficiency efforts 
and plans at their labs. These summaries are very helpful to exchange information between labs and 
might foster a friendly competition of who can do the most. 
The panel is collaborating with the European LDG Working Group on "Sustainability Assessment of 
Accelerators” to develop guidelines for uniform lifecycle analyses of energy and carbon footprints of 
future accelerator projects.
The panel chair is a member of the IOC of the 7th WS on Energy for Sustainable Science at 
Research Infrastructures (ESSRI), to be held in Madrid on September 25-27, 2024. ESSRI is the 
premier European WS on energy efficiency at accelerator laboratories. Long term, this workshop 
could either be expanded to be held more internationally or similar workshop series could be 
established outside Europe.
A large part of the carbon footprint of our community comes from attending meetings and 
conferences. One possibility is to limit in-person attendance to participants that can reach the site 
without needing a plane ride and offer equivalent participation for remote attendees from overseas. It 
will require a concerted effort to develop tools and organizations that can make such hybrid meetings 
successful. The panel is promoting such efforts.
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All projects and efforts need to be analyzed in terms of total lifecycle energy consumption (energy 
footprint) and CO2 emissions (carbon footprint). This is especially important for energy production 
projects!
All future accelerator proposals also need to be analyzed for total lifecycle energy and carbon 
footprints. Such analyses should play an important role, maybe defining role, in selecting the next 
project.
Some large collider proposals (FCC, ILC, CLIC, CCC) have already prepared such lifecycle 
analyses. They cover or should cover construction of infrastructure, accelerators, and detectors, 
operation and appropriate decommissioning. (Recent report: M. Breidenbach et al., PRX Energy 2, 
047001)
The European Laboratory Director Group (LDG) recently established the Sustainability Working 
Group to take a leading role in organizing such analyses of all major proposals by identifying the 
main parameters to be used such as total operating time of the facility, CO2 emission and energy 
consumed per ton of concrete, steel, and aluminum used, CO2 emission per GWh used (~ 400 
tCO2/GWh for natural gas, ~ 40 tCO2/GWh for solar energy), level of decommissioning required, …

Lifecycle analyses

https://journals.aps.org/prxenergy/abstract/10.1103/PRXEnergy.2.047001
https://journals.aps.org/prxenergy/abstract/10.1103/PRXEnergy.2.047001
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Snowmass 2021 Accelerator Frontier 
Collider Implementation Task Force

The Collider Implementation Task Force (ITF) was charged 
with the evaluation and fair and impartial comparison of 
future collider proposals, including R&D needs, schedule, 
cost (using the same accounting rules), and environmental 
impact and sustainability.
The full report is published in Journal of Instrumentation 
(TR et al, 2023 JINST 18 P05018).
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FCC-ee 0.24 TeV
FCC-hh 100 TeV
FCC-eh 3.5 TeV

12

CERC recycles (polarized) electrons and positrons
After acceleration, collision, and 
deceleration all electrons and positrons 
are reinjected into the cooling rings. Only 
beam losses must be made up through 
top-off injection.

Depolarization during acceleration, 
collision, and deceleration is expected to 
be minimal. 

Simulations by Francois Meot (Zgoubi): 
no depolarization from 100 km, 220 GeV 
transport (last turn)

If this depolarization is less than the 
polarization build-up during the 4 ms 
time in the cooling rings, the electron and 
positron beams will eventually be 
polarized.

Interaction Regions

SRF lin
ac 1 SRF linac 2

2 GeV positron ring2 GeV electron ring

CERC 0.24 TeV

Future collider proposals: 0.125 – 500 TeV; e+e-, hh, eh, µµ, gg, …

ILC 0.25 TeV

Storage ring 
colliders

Linear 
colliders

ERL 
colliders

Muon 
collider

Wakefield 
colliders

CCC 0.25 TeVCLIC 0.24 TeV

MC 10 TeV 10 km

6

• 8 km footprint for 250/550 GeV CoM - > 70/120 MeV/m
• 7 km footprint at 155 MeV/m for 550 GeV CoM – present Fermilab site

• Large portions of accelerator complex are compatible between LC 
technologies

• Beam delivery and IP modified from ILC (1.5 km for 550 GeV CoM)
• Damping rings and injectors to be optimized with CLIC as baseline
• Costing studies use LC estimates as inputs

C3 – Accelerator Complex

are decelerated SRF linacs and injected into the damping rings on the opposite side of the collider. 
After 2-3 damping times in the damping ring, the same particles travel in the opposite direction, 
collide in the second detector and finish in their origin. Few particle lost in the collisions’ burn-off 
and scattering on residual gas are replaced – topped off – from the injectors. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic of the linear energy recovery e+e- collider with center of mass energy from 90 
GeV to 1 TeV or above.  

Using two detectors to collide electron and position beam propagating in opposite direction is 
crucial part of the concept. This allows to use magnetic elements in final focus for flat-beam 
collisions.  In fact,  this is the only viable option for TeV scale colliders. 

In ReLiC the beams propagate on axis of SRF linac and this concept does not require development 
of new SRF technology. To avoid parasitic beam collisions outside the detectors, trains of bunches 
are separated by periodically placed separators. Timing of the bunch train is selected in such way 
that we are separating contra propagating electron bunches, or contra propagating positron 
bunches, from each other – see Fig. 3. Such separators are provided for identical optics for all 
(electron, position, accelerating and decelerating ) bunches and allow to use magnetic fields1. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Separation for trains of electron and positions bunches between sections of SRF linac.  

In these limited studies, I assume that collider structure (except detector and injection) is spilt in 
200-meter sections. Each section includes potion of a linac and a separator. Length of separators  
is proportional to the beam energy at their location and I choose it to be 100 m at 500 GeV. 
Separation of the beams is horizontal and distance between beams exceeds the beam size, which 
is inverse proportional to the square root of the beam energy, by two orders of magnitude. 

In this scenario, I found that effects from the separators is negligible both in term of power of 
synchrotron radiation and induced energy spread and emittance for all c.m. energy up to 1 TeV. In 

 
1 Separating counterpropagating electron and positron beams requires use of transverse electric field.  
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ReLiC 0.24 TeV

To solve this problem we propose a twin linear collider in which the beams are acceler-
ated and then decelerated down to E ⇡ 5 GeV in separate parallel linacs with coupled RF
systems, see Fig. 2. RF power is always divided equally among the linacs. RF energy comes
to the beams both from an external RF source and from the decelerating beam. These can
be either two separate SC linacs connected by RF couplers at the ends of multi-cell cavities
(9-cell TESLA cavity), or one linac consisting of twin (dual) cavities with axes for two
beams. Such cavities have been designed and tested for XFELs [9–12].

Figure 2. The layout of the SC twin linear collider.

The collider would operate at an energy 2E0 ⇡ 250 GeV in a semi-continuous mode
with a duty cycle: collisions for a few seconds (depending on the heat capacity of liquid
He system), then a break to cool the cavities. In one cycle, the beams make about 10–30
thousand revolutions.

During collisions, beams get an additional energy spread that is damped by wigglers
installed in the return pass at the energy E ⇡ 5 GeV. The relative energy loss in wigglers
is about �E/E ⇠ 1/200. We require that the steady-state equilibrium energy spread at the
IP due to beamstrahlung is �E/E0 ⇠ 0.2%, the same as at the ILC and CLIC before the
beam collision. Such a spread would be sufficient for beam focusing.

When the beam is decelerated down to 5 GeV, its relative energy spread increases by
E0/E ⇠ 25 times to �E/E ⇠ 5%. To make it acceptable for travel without losses in the
arcs, its energy spread is reduced by 10–15 times with the help of the bunch (de)compressor;
then, the relative energy spread in the arcs will be less than 0.5%. The beam lifetime will
be determined by the tails in beamstrahlung radiation. This loss should not exceed 1-2%
after 10000 revolutions. The IP energy spread, beam instability and beam losses determine
the IP beam parameters, and hence the luminosity.

An important question is the injection and removal of the beams. When the collider
is full, the distance between bunches is 1.5–3 meters; they are accelerated and decelerated
due to the exchange of energy between the beams. External RF power is required only for
energy stabilization and compensation for radiation and high order mode (HOM) losses.
During the injection/removal of the beams, normal energy exchange does not occur until the
bunches fill the entire orbit, so the external RF system must work at full power. However,
at the ILC, the power of the RF system is only sufficient to accelerate beams with a bunch
distance of 100–150 m. In our case, with energy recovery, we need a much shorter inter
bunch distance. To solve this problem, one must first inject the bunches with a large interval

– 4 –
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FIG. 2. Schematic of an LPA-based linear collider.

TABLE II. High-level electron-positron collider parameters

Center-of-mass energy [TeV] 1 3 15
Beam energy [TeV] 0.5 1.5 7.5
Luminosity [1034 cm�2 s�1] 1 10 50
Particles/bunch [109] 1.2 1.2 1.2
Beam power [MW] 4.4 13 65
RMS bunch length [µm] 8.5 8.5 8.5
Repetition rate [kHz] 47 47 47
Time between collisions [µs] 21 21 21
Beam size at IP, x/y [nm] 50/1 10/0.5 4/0.25
Linac length [km] 0.22 0.65 3.3
Facility site power (2 linacs) [MW] 105 315 1100

Note that initial studies indicate that beam depolariza-
tion during the acceleration in plasma accelerators is low
for collider-relevant beam emittances and fulfills the re-
quirements for high energy physics experiments [49].
In Table II the stated linac length is for each arm

of the accelerator. The AC power listed in Table II
is for acceleration in both of the two linac arms. The
overall wall-to-laser e�ciency was assumed to be 50%.
This laser e�ciency is challenging, but recent R&D (see
Sec. VB) indicates that this is technically possible by co-
herent combining of fiber lasers with electrical-to-optical
e�ciency of the diode-pump lasers ⇠65%, the optical-
to-optical e�ciency of the fiber lasers ⇠90% (owing to
the low quantum defect), and the e�ciency of combin-
ing/stacking fibers ⇠85%.

B. Example: gamma-gamma collider withp
s = 15 TeV

In this section we present an example of a �� collider
using electron beams accelerated by LPAs in the non-
linear regime. There are several regimes of laser-driven
plasma acceleration that may be accessed based on the
intensity of the laser pulse. Section IVA presents collider
designs based on operation in the quasi-linear regime.
For high laser intensities, the LPA can operate in the bub-

TABLE III. LPA stage laser and plasma parameters, oper-
ating in the nonlinear bubble regime

Laser pulse energy 50 J
Laser (FWHM intensity) pulse duration 70 fs
Laser spot size 31 µm
Laser strength parameter, a0 4.5
Laser pulse peak power 0.43 PW
Laser wavelength 0.8 µm
Plasma density 4.6⇥ 1017 cm�3

Plasma cell length 3.1 cm
Bunch charge 1.2 nC
Bunch number 7.5⇥ 109

RMS beam length 2.2 µm
Loaded accelerating gradient 117 GV/m
Particle energy gain per stage 3.2 GeV

ble regime, where (almost) all the electrons are expelled
by the laser ponderomotive force, forming an ion cavity
co-propagating behind the laser. In the bubble regime,
the accelerating field is independent of the transverse po-
sition and the focusing field is linear with respect to the
transverse coordinate and independent of the axial posi-
tion (conserving the electron beam transverse normalized
rms emittance). Note that the transverse fields in the ion
cavity are defocusing for positrons; hence, stable positron
acceleration is problematic in the nonlinear regime in a
uniform plasma. Wakefield excitation in plasma columns
have been proposed for modifying the wakefield to allow
for positron focusing and acceleration [50]. In the bub-
ble regime, the laser e↵ectively creates a plasma channel
and can self-guide over a distance corresponding to many
Rayleigh ranges.
Table III shows an example of single-stage LPA param-

eters operating in the bubble regime. This single-stage
LPA example is based on PIC modeling of the nonlinear
laser-plasma interaction [51]. The laser energy depletion
at the end of the stage is 20%. (In principle, the major-
ity of the remaining laser energy could be recovered with
a photo-voltaic.) The wake to beam energy e�ciency of
this example is 43%.

LWFA 15 TeV SWFA 3 TeV

Collider-in-the-sea  500 TeV
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Snowmass’2021 AF-EF-TF: Collider Implementation Task Force Report

Figure 4: Figure-of-merit Peak Luminosity (per IP) per Input Power and Integrated Luminosity per
TWh. Integrated luminosity assumes 10

7 seconds per year. The luminosity is per IP. Data points are
provided to the ITF by proponents of the respective machines. The bands around the data points
reflect approximate power consumption uncertainty for the different collider concepts.

4.3 Facility size

An overview of collider sizes (as provided by proponents) is shown in column 3 of Tab. 16. Collider
Size refers to either the length of a linear collider (main linac plus final focus) or the circumference of a
circular collider main ring, without the injector complex. The ITF defined four size categories (shown
in Tab. 16): light blue (1) for colliders that are designed to be shorter then 10 km, medium blue (2)
for colliders between 10-20 km, blue (3) for colliders between 20-50 km and dark blue (4) for machines
with a length or circumference larger than 50 km.

The length of HEP linear colliders is typically dominated by the distance required for particle ac-
celeration and is proportional to final beam energy (approximately the product of 2⇥ the final beam
energy and the accelerating gradient). Using acceleration technologies with higher accelerating gradi-
ents allows to decrease acceleration length and is responsible for the different lengths of similar energy
linear colliders. For example, superconducting radio-frequency cavities accelerate with a gradient of
⇠ 30 MV/m (ILC), CLIC is based on the two-beam acceleration scheme with copper cavities and ac-
celerates with ⇠ 100 MV/m, while plasma-based accelerators can provide peak gradients of 103 � 10

5

MV/m (LWFA, PWFA). Adding to the length required for acceleration is the length required for the
beam delivery system (final focusing), which also increases with increasing with beam energy.

Overview of linear collider sizes:

• < 10 km, Category 1: CCC (0.25 TeV), XCC (0.125 TeV), LWFA (3 TeV), LWFA (15 TeV)

• 10� 20 km, Category 2: ReLiC (0.24 TeV), ILC (0.25 TeV), CLIC (0.38 TeV), PWFA (3 TeV),
SWFA (3 TeV), PWFA (15 TeV)

• 20� 50 km, Category 3: ERLC (0.24 TeV), CCC (3 TeV), CLIC (3 TeV)

Page 24
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Renewable energy creates a more volatile mix. Flexibility in operations or storage can neutralize 
this.

Power Generation is Evolving

CA Battery StorageCA Comprison of Natural Gas, Solar and Batter Power 



Sustainability : an integral part of CERN Objectives for 2021-2025

23 March 2023 R. Losito, CERN/ATS-DO 8

One of the main objectives of the CERN Directorate for the years 
2021-2025. 

CERN aims to establish itself as a model for a transparent and 
environmentally responsible research organisation
-> strong and proactive commitment to environmental protection, along 

3 lines: 

• Minimise the Laboratory’s impact on the environment

• Pursue actions and technologies aiming at energy saving and
reuse

• Identify and develop CERN technologies that may contribute to
mitigate the impact of society on the environment.

https://home.cern/sites/default/files/2022-01/CERNS%20Main%20Objectives_0.pdf
https://home.cern/sites/default/files/2022-01/CERNS%20Main%20Objectives_0.pdf
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Energy efficiency efforts and plans at BNL

NSLS II: upgrade plans include replacing large parts of the ring with “complex 
bends” using permanent Halbach magnets.

RHIC (mature facility): many upgrades to improve efficiency 
(variable speed cooling systems, etc., also careful maintenance 
to increase equipment lifetime); efficiency upgrade of helium refrigerator

EIC: RHIC/EIC Helium refrigerator efficiency upgrade; use of Energy Recovery
Linac for high intensity electron beam for proton beam electron cooling; efficient
reuse of process heat using heat pumps
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Sustainable Accelerators 
R&D at Fermilab 

High Q0 SRF cavities:
> 1e10 for current projects (ILC, LCLS-II, etc)
> 3e10 for future projects (FCCee, Muon Collider, etc)
And high gradient > 45 GV/m

HTS high field magnets:
High field solenoids >30 T, inserts (with NHMFL)
Economical 0.1T HTS dipoles for FCCee
Up to 50 T solenoids for muon colliders (in plan)

HTS fast cycling magnets:
For RCS and muon colliders
ReBCO ~1m magnet 300 T/s (record)
Plans for 1000-3000 T/s prototypes

V.Shiltsev and S.Posen



RF Source Efficiency is a Limiting Factor for Sustainability of Facilities
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SLAC Sustainability and RF Sources

• For pulsed systems solenoid often uses the most 
average power

• Restarting production of PPM 75 MW klystrons
• Incorporating higher efficiency bunching 

mechanisms in new designs (BAC/COM) developed 
under HEIKA

• Energy recovery for rf sources – Green RF 
• Goal to reach 65-80% electrical efficiency

https://indico.cern.ch/event/39372/contributions/1829827/attachments/787
979/1080133/AVlieks-X-Band_Klystron_Development_at_SLAC-final.pdf

Power Supply Energy Recovery 

J. Neilson

M. Kemp

Depressed Collector on 
VKS-8262

“Inverse” Marx power 
recovery module

Energy Recovery

PPM High Power Klystron



High efficiency klystron for CEPC

• 70% already reached, 80% still need to develop

CEPC at 800 RMB/MWh and 6000 hours/year
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Heat pump schematic diagram  Working principle of air energy heat pump

• We plan to use heat pump to reuse the waste energy.
• Heat naturally flows from high temperature to low temperature, but not

in the opposite direction. A heat pump can reverse the flow of heat from
lower temperatures to higher temperatures with minimal added energy.
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Waste energy reuse plan @ CEPC
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Summary

The worldwide “Climate Emergency” requires everybody to take urgent action, including the 
accelerator community. Future accelerator projects will need to minimize resource use, especially 
energy consumption and CO2 emissions throughout their lifecycle from construction, operation, to 
decommissioning.

Comparative lifecycle analyses of total energy consumption and CO2 emissions (energy and carbon 
footprint) should be completed for all future accelerator projects.

R&D of increased efficiency and new more efficient concepts to reduce energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions should be prioritized at least as high as performance and cost reduction R&D.

Please contact the ICFA Sustainability Panel with ideas, feedback and information about R&D 
related to sustainability
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